
Superior Ice Rink/ COVID-19 Virus Update     5/1/20 

UPDATE:   Unfortunately, in keeping with State and Local guidelines, Superior Ice 

Rink will need to remain closed.  As I’m sure you are all experiencing, there is 

much conflicting information out there to sort through and not a lot of certainty.  

At this point we are working with state and local officials, as well as other industry 

leaders to establish protocols and timelines to get back on the ice safely and 

timely.  As far as a date, currently we are restricted by the Governors directive of 

May 15th.  I am hopeful but don’t expect Ice Rinks would be part of the initial 

phase of reopenings.  I think a more realistic date for reopen in most likely June 1, 

if it is safe and all restrictions are lifted.  We will keep everyone posted via our 

website, email, Instagram and twitter as things change and evolve.   

However, we continue our upgrades and renovations!  Bathrooms, locker rooms, 

lobby area, as well as the new ice sheet are coming along very well and look 

forward to showing it off when we reopen.  Look out for our progress pictures on 

our Instagram and other social media. 

Please be safe and healthy.  See you back on the ice soon. 

Possible questions: 

1. Recreational League- It is still our game plan to complete the Fall/Winter 

season/playoffs as well as get the Spring/ Summer season up and running 

just a soon as possible.  All dates will be sent out and posted just as soon as 

we have a firm reopen date. 

2. Mens League- All mens league games will be rescheduled once we reopen. 

3. LI Royals travel Tuneups and Tryouts- USA Hockey and NYSAHA have 

postponed all sanctioned activities indefinitely, including Tryouts.  Dates 

and Times for Tuneups and Tryouts are TBD.  

4. Learn to Skate- All lessons will be rescheduled once restart date is 

established.  

5. Private Instruction- Please contact your individual instructor. 

6. FIT Athletics Gym- Closed to group training and memberships.  

7. Public Sessions- All Sessions are cancelled until further notice. 

 


